About Al Adel Auto Doors!
We are Expertise in All kinds of Security System , sliding doors and gates with more
than 10 years experience in UAE. We are Using only the products imported from MNC
We offer a wide range of products from Automatic Sliding Gates Doors to Automatic
Rolling Shutters, Sectional & Swing Automatic Doors, and Automatic Sliding Glass
Doors to up and over door and car parking systems. Intercom, CCTV and Access
Control.
We also provide a range of reliable and resilient parking barrier automation that
provides enhanced security to a site. Our wide ranges of barriers are suitable for both
high use car parks as also economical models for small sites. The automatic barriers
are available with beam lengths varying from 2 to 7 meters.

AL ADEL AUTO DOORS is a company of BENINCA GROUP specialized in the
production of systems able to respond to the ever increasing demands in terms of
security of residential, public or commercial environments. The AL ADEL AUTO
DOORS range includes bollards for traffic protection or management, pedestrian gates
of various types and systems for access control.
SMART MOVING for the company is therefore not only a pay-off, but a promise of
reliability that is reflected in the study and continuous research of innovative
solutions that can improve the mobility of people and things in various daily contexts.

BENINCA
Swing Gate - BOB50

Swing gates automation
motorgear designed with high
quality materials.
Patented gears and a solid metal mechanic make BOB a true reference point for big size
residential swing gates automations.
BOB is available in 230Vac (BOB50M) or 24Vdc (BOB5024E), both versions equipped with
encoder.
This device ensures maximum safety and precision during the gate operation.
BOB5024E can operate even in case of power failure through battery pack.
Energy Efficient
Easy to Maintain
Long Lasting Performance

Swing Gate Accessories
Photo cells In UAE

Adel Auto Doors is Having
stock for the acceosories like
photo cells,flashing lights ,remotes etc which are inevitable for a sliding gate system. The main
attraction of the company is that we deel directly with the maufacturer and adelsutodoors have
good track record and experience in this field in UAE for the past 10 years.
FLASHING LIGHT
PUSH BUTTON
PHOTOCELLS
SLIDING GRILLS
REMOTE CONTROLS
TRAFFIC LIGHT

CONTACT US
E-MAIL
info@adelautodoors.com
https://www.adelautodoors.com

